
what others say

writer blasts professional fish board
dear gov steve cowper

should the lay board of fisheries be
changed to a professional board
there isis no reason to believe that a

professional board will function
any better in the aggregate than
the existinexiexistingstin board of volunteer peers

As the vice president of the alaska
independent Fishermens association
coopco op and secretary treasurer of
united fishermen of alaska I1 know
that most commercial fishermen do not
think any net benefit will be gained by
restructuring the board of fisheries

this is not to say that alternative op-
tions should not be explored from time
to time as an exercise in oversight

presently we have a volunteer board
of professionals responsible for ad-
judicatingjudicating regulatory matters within
the harvesting sector ofour fisheries
this group of peers adjudicates in-
house so to speak issues and conflicts
which from time to time occur among
the various factions this board of
peers must look their fellow fishefishermenirmen
I1inn the eye and often adjudicates emo-
tionallytionally charged issues As peers
these decisions are not taken lightly

the public testimony process which
makes up an important component of
the decision process functions as an
important safety valve and allows
fishermen an opportunity to actively
participate in formulating the
regulatory structure this opportuni-
ty for public participation isis an impor-
tant ingredient in the regulatory pro-
cess because decisions are structured
by the participants themselves

the term professional board has
to be carefully defined and its merits
analyzed we cannot allow a non se-
quitur to pose as rationale for restuc
turing the existing system what is
meant by professional at present
we have a lay board of professionalsofprofessionals
if under the proposed professional
board members receive salary and
benefits does that become the gover-
ning criteria or is it that they will be
professional bureaucrats for example
who specialize in the regulatory pro-
cess but may have little or no sense
for the nuances of fishery issues

it is certain that the allegiance of a
professional board will be different
the allegiance of the present board of
peers is to fellow fishermen with
whom some thread of common iden-
tity exists board members must live
with the regulations they impose as
well as face their fellow fishermen if
and when their decisions are
questioned

obviously their allegiance is to the
welfare of the fishing community at
large A professional board
however is part of the state
bureaucratic system and thus one
step removed from directly answering
to the fishing community public par

ticipation will not be as significant
furthermore it can be expected that
a whole new bureaucratic process will
evolve perhaps not as sensitive to
nuances of issues important to the
fishing community

the problem of the overworked
board can easily be resolved by reduc-
ing the number of regulations con-
sidered each year hearings could be
organized to coincide with ad-
ministrative areas or administrative
regions

there is no compelling reason for
considering or reconsidering a set of
regulations each year in the past we
had a two year cycle for a given set
of regulations perhaps a three or
four year cycle could be implemented
if necessary

emergency regulations could be
given special hearing time if
necessary additionally a support
staff which would analyzeanalyzeanafyze technical
aspects of various proposals could
conceivably help to reduce the
workload

by and large I1 do not believe that
a professional board will eliminate
or avoid the issue of politics to the
extent that it may or may not exist
ordonly the process ofr politicizingpoliticii
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her
board member not to be as

amenable to legislative pressures for
example as a professional board
member who might well be concern-
ed with his or her professional career

furthermore the public forum so
important to thehe present board process
mitigates against any group blatantly
politicizingpolificizingpolitic izing an issue to their advantage

in reality is it reasonable to suppose
that any public decision making pro-
cess is truly devoid of politics in-
cluding the US supreme court

I1 believe that the burden of proof lies
with those who would see our board
of professionals replaced with their
professional board their burden of
proof must include an overwhelming
benefit to cost ratio including social
issues to justify replacing a system
that has on average worked so well
the heterogeneity of the fishing com-
munity precludes elimination of con-
flict and perhaps litigation when
emotionally charged issues are
adjudicated

the conclusions used to justify a
professional board constitute a non

sequitur and leave much to wishful
thinking and the imagination in try-
ing to visualize the merits of a pro-
fessionalfess ional board of bureaucrats as
preferred to the volunteer board of
peers

sincerely
norman stadem

vice president AIFMA
secretary treasurer UFA
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